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New-onset of vitiligo in a child following
COVID-19 vaccination
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INTRODUCTION
Since January 2020, the ongoing COVID-19

pandemic has been a global health emergency.
Vaccination is a critical measure for containing the
spread of COVID-19. At the end of 2020, several
vaccines became available. Multiple adverse events
(AEs) have been reported with all the available
COVID-19 vaccines. This report describes a case of
vitiligo in a child that started 2 weeks after COVID-19
messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccine administration.
CASE REPORT
Three weeks after receiving her first dose of the

BNT162b2 COVID-19 mRNA vaccine (Pfizer/
BioNTech), a 13-year-old healthy girl presented to
an outpatient dermatology clinic complaining of
light-colored skin patches spreading across her
body that started 2 weeks after vaccination. The
patient had no known dermatologic diseases or
medical conditions, no known allergies, and was
not taking any medications. She had not used any
treatment. Her father and one paternal uncle had
vitiligo that had begun in adulthood; however, the
patient never had vitiligo previously. Physical exam-
ination revealed a Fitzpatrick skin type IV with
multiple widespread well-defined depigmented
patches throughout her extremities and trunk,
involving approximately 5% of her body surface
area (Fig 1, A and B). Wood’s lamp examination
illustrated milky-white accentuation of patches,
which is consistent with clinically with vitiligo
vulgaris. She was treated with a topical calcineurin
inhibitor and topical steroid, as well as localized
phototherapy. Her condition was stable after the
second dose of the vaccine. Blood tests, including
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complete blood count, thyroid antibodies, antinu-
clear antibodies, transglutaminase, vitamin B12, and
vitamin D were all within the normal limits. Follow
up at 1 and 3 months showed gradual partial
improvement of her condition.
DISCUSSION
No cutaneous AEs were reported in phase III

studies of the BNT162b2 mRNA COVID-19 vaccine;
however, several cutaneous AEs have been reported
worldwide since January 2021, including local
injection-site reactions, delayed large local reactions,
urticaria, morbilliform eruption, erythromelalgia,
chilblains, soft-tissue filler reactions, and pityriasis
rosea.1,2 At least 4 cases of new-onset vitiligo
following COVID-19 vaccination have been reported
in adults,1,3-5 but to my knowledge, this is the
youngest case of new-onset vitiligo following
COVID-19 vaccination reported to date.

Although the precise role of the vaccine in disease
pathogenesis is not fully understood, some studies
have suggested that certain vaccine components
with molecular resemblance to the host antigen
may initiate disease in genetically predisposed in-
dividuals. Subsequently, tolerance of autoantigen is
broken, and a pathogen-specific immune response is
directed against host tissue, melanocytes in this case.
Furthermore, vaccine antigen/adjuvant can stimulate
a nonspecific innate immune response, resulting in
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Fig 1. A, Vitiligo on the lower portion of both the legs of a
13-year-old girl. The vitiligo started to appear 2 weeks after
she received her first dose of BNT162b2 COVID-19
messenger RNA vaccine. B, Vitiligo on the arm of the 13-
year-old girl. The vitiligo started to appear 2 weeks after
she received her first dose of BNT162b2 COVID-19
messenger RNA vaccine.
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activation of autoreactive CD81/CD41 T and B
lymphocytes that can trigger autoimmune disease.4,6

Another possible mechanism is vaccine-induced
stimulation of plasmacytoid dendritic cells to secrete
type I interferon, which has an established role in
host defense against SARS-CoV-2. Likewise, type I
interferon and plasmacytoid dendritic cells partici-
pate in the immune response in vitiligo.7,8

Vitiligo is a common pigmentary autoimmune
disease that affects approximately 0.5% to 2% of
humans globally.4 Therefore, it is possible that the
timing of vitiligo onset after COVID-19 vaccination
was coincidental. However, the temporal relation-
ship between onset and vaccine, as well as the
emerging reports worldwide of different types of
postvaccination autoimmune diseases, raise the
possibility that the vaccine contributed to vitiligo
pathogenesis.

In skin of color, vitiligo, though not a life-
threatening disease, can have a considerable impact
on a patient’s psychosocial wellbeing, as the indi-
vidual may feel stigmatized and isolated.

This case report contributes to the growing med-
ical literature regarding possible cutaneous AEs after
COVID-19 vaccination. Larger-scale studies are
needed to explore a possible causal relationship
between COVID-19 vaccines and vitiligo. In the
interim, dermatologists should be aware of possible
postvaccine autoimmune cutaneous disease activa-
tion, especially in genetically susceptible patients.

However, this mild manageable adverse cuta-
neous reaction should not deter all eligible candi-
dates from being vaccinated, as the risk posed by
adverse cutaneous reactions is small compared with
the possible fatal outcome of COVID-19.

The author would like to acknowledge the patient and
her parents for giving their consent to have this case
published.
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